Abstract-The linear and non-linear stability of rotating double-diffusive convection in a sparsely packed porous medium is investigated considering a non-Darcy equation. In the case of linear theory both marginal and overstable motions are discussed. In the former case it is shown that the effect of Taylor number and porous parameter is to make the system more stable. In the latter case, however, it is shown that the bottom-heavy solute gradient and rotation destabilize the system under certain conditions. By drawing the stability boundaries in the Rayleigh number plane it is shown that the effect of rotation and porous parameter is to decrease the region of instabilities. Using the theory of self-adjoint operator the variation of critical eigenvalue with physical and boundary parameters is studied. In the case of non-linear theory, both steady and unsteady cases have been considered.
Abstract-The linear and non-linear stability of rotating double-diffusive convection in a sparsely packed porous medium is investigated considering a non-Darcy equation. In the case of linear theory both marginal and overstable motions are discussed. In the former case it is shown that the effect of Taylor number and porous parameter is to make the system more stable. In the latter case, however, it is shown that the bottom-heavy solute gradient and rotation destabilize the system under certain conditions. By drawing the stability boundaries in the Rayleigh number plane it is shown that the effect of rotation and porous parameter is to decrease the region of instabilities. Using the theory of self-adjoint operator the variation of critical eigenvalue with physical and boundary parameters is studied. In the case of non-linear theory, both steady and unsteady cases have been considered.
In the unsteady case the transient behaviour concerning the variation of Nusselt number with time has been investigated, by solving numerically a seventh-order Lorenz model using the RungeKutta-Gill method. Interesting results are obtained by comparing these results with those of the steady case. Finally, the effect of porous parameter on streamfunction, isotherms, isohalines and zonal velocity is studied.
INTRODUCTION
THE OBJECTIVE of this paper is to study doublediffusive convection in a porous medium in the presence of rotation because of its importance in chemical engineering, petroleum industry, bio-mechanics and geophysical problems [ 11. Furthermore, this study also throws some light on the physical and mathematical understanding of the mechanism of heat and mass transfer in many practical problems. In the absence of rotation, theoretical [224] and experimental [S] works have been carried out on double-diffusive convection in a porous medium and it has been shown that the simultaneous presence of two components with different diffusivities can give rise, as in the case of viscous flow [6, 71 , to a whole range of new phenomena. In contrast, very little is known about the effect of rotation on double-diffusive convection in a porous medium. Recently Chakrabarti and Gupta [l] have studied this problem and predicted overstable motions in the case of infinitesimal disturbances and subcritical instabilities in the case of finite amplitude disturbances. However, their analysis says nothing about predicting some of the surprising results that emerge from the linear theory. Even their finite amplitude analysis, which is based on a perturbation technique proposed by Stuart [8] and by Malkus and Veronis [9] , is restricted to predicting only the subcritical instabilities from the first non-trivial eigenvalue and gives no information about the prediction of the amount of heat and mass transfer. These aspects are discussed in detail in this paper.
We note that rotation affects the hydrodynamic stability only when the Ekman thickness (which defines the scale on which the frictional forces are comparable to the Coriolis force) is of the order of the pore size or smaller. If this situation is realized the assumption entering the Darcy law is no longer valid. Therefore, to realize the effect of rotation we have to use the non-Darcy equation (see [lo, 111) involving convective acceleration and the usual viscous force. For this we have to consider a special type of porous medium of porosity (which is the ratio of the pore space to the whole volume of the porous medium [12]) close to unity in which the resistance offered to the flow by the elements in unit volume of a medium is sufficiently small so that the non-linear convective forces arising from the curvature of curvilinear flow through a porous medium may not be negligible. Furthermore, the effects of viscous stresses caused by the distortion of the fluid velocity in a porous medium should be taken into consideration in addition to the non-linear convective acceleration. The non-Darcy equation incorporating the inertial and viscous effects in addition to the Darcy resistance is reported in refs.
[lo, 1 l] and with rotation is discussed in ref. [13] . In this paper we use their non-Darcy equation to investigate the following : (iii) of infinitesimal disturbances. In particular it will be shown, as in viscous flow (see [14] ), that under some conditions a double-diffusive, Auidsaturated, porous layer-stable in the absence of rotation-becomes unstable in the presence of rotation and the effect of bottom-heavy solute gradient is to destabilize the system. These aspects were not discussed in the work of Chakrabarti and Gupta [I] . The available literature on this topic depends on the assumption of perfect conducting bo~da~es which is valid only when the Riot number tends to infinity. In many practicaf problems cited above, it will be of interest to study the effect of the finite Biot number on the eigenvalue without going into the detailed numerical computation. Using the concept of self-adjoint operator (see [15] ) we try to find the effect of Biot number, solute Rayleigh number, Taylor number and porous parameter on the monotoni~ty of critical Rayleigh number. Our object here is to show under what conditions the critical Rayleigh number for marginal convection is an upper bound for finite Biot number and to find an analytical relation for the variation of critical Rayleigh number with respect to solute Rayleigh number, Taylor number and porous parameter. This aspect has not been given any attention in the previous work on double-~usive convection in a porous medium. To study nonlinear convection considering both steady and unsteady convective motions.
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Consider a sparsely packed, porous layer, saturated with Boussinesq fluid ofinfinite horizontal extent confined between parallel, stress-free boundaries at z = 0 and z = d at which the temperatures are T, and To-AT, respectively. The layer rotates uniformly about the z-axis with a constant angular velocity R. We denote one of thecomponents by s" and suppose that the concentration of S is held at So and S,,-AS at the lower and upper boundaries, respectively. We write the total temperature and salinity as where AT, AS > 0. In the Boussinesq approximation the density is taken to be p = pO{l -a@-T,)+&--S,)), where p. is the density at temperature T,, and concentration S, and a,, ag > 0. We regard the porous medium as an assemblage of small, identical, spherical particles fixed in the space of porosity close to unity. In this case the required basic equations for a representative elementary volume, following refs. [lo, 161, are : afi ~+(q-v)g+ml;xq= --;vp
where q = fu, u, w) is the mean filter velocity of the fluid, p the pressure, M = (~c)~~~c)~ is the dimensionless heat capacity and k, is the ~~eability of the porous medium. Since our interest here is a liquidsaturated, porous medium, the heat capacity ratio, M, can be assumed, with sufficient accuracy, to be unity. We note that (2) is similar to the equation given by Saffman [17] in the case of dusty gas theory. For simplicity of analysis, we confine ourselves to the twodimensional rolls, so that all the physical quantities are inde~nde~t of y. We introduce a streamf~~tion $ such that u = a*/az,
Eliminating the pressure from (2) and using the scales v/a, d2/~ and d for velocity, time and distance, respectively, the system (2j(4) may be written using (6), in dimensionless form, as :
where EI = V/K, r = IC,/K, P, = kp/d2, RT = a~~~Td'iv~, R, = as~~~d3~v~, Ta = 4R2d4/v2 and V is the zonal velocity induced by rotation. The boundary conditions are :
w $=~=O=E=~=O at z=O,l. (11) 3. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS
The criterion for the onset of convection is obtained from the linear stability problem by setting the Jacobian terms in (7x10) to zero. To examine the stability of these equations we look for the solutions of the form $ N e"' sin (7ccLx) sin (nz) 8, ): N e"' cos (7cax) sin fnz).
Substituting these into the linearized equations of (7)- (10) There is a marginal state (PC = 0 and P, = 0) when R r = R+, where R' = 3 + n4(a2+ II3 Table 1 . This table clearly depicts the combined effect of rotation and porous parameter on the critical wavenumber. We see that when the resistance offered to the flow by the elements in unit volume is su~~iently large (i.e. the usual Darcy law) the effect of rotation is negligible for values of Xu < 106. But for larger rotation rates we see that it, to some extent, overcomes the effect of porous parameter on the critical wavenumber. When q' = 1 (i.e. P, --$ co), (15) can be written as
Since (x-t 1)" # 0, it reduces to the viscous case discussed by Shivakumara et al. [ 15) . The plane surface of marginal stability on which the relation (14) holds will be denoted by B.
Overstable state
For oscillatory modes P, = 0, Pi # 0, i.e. P = iPi, where Pi has to be real. In this case we can rewrite (I 3) in the form with N The physical quantity RT must be real, so that (16) 
A, = k4[~2~Z~3~2(~-l)R,+n22Zo(o~-l)R,
Since (18) is a quadratic in wf, it can give rise to more than one positive value of of for fixed u2, R,, Ta, 6, PI and r. This has important impli~tions for the linear stability of a rotating, doubly-diff~ive fluid in a porous medium. Thus, it is worthwhile to establish necessary conditions for the existence of two oscillatory neutral solutions. From Descartes' rule of signs in order for (19) to have two positive roots, it is necessary that A* < 0 and As > 0, from which it follows, using (20) and (21), that z2a2(a~-1)Ta+k6(q+ 1)(r2+e2q*)
which is equivalent to requiring that one of the conditions or z<aq<l (22a) z>ay>l (22b) be satisfied. The results obtained for the combinations of values of r, c and pl are described below.
For z < ("I > 1, neither (22a) nor (22b) is satisfied and no more than one oscillatory neutral solution can exist for each wavenumber CI, for the case R, > 0. In this range, we have deduced some important information about the neutral curves in the RT-ct* plane by locating the branch points at which the steady and oscillatory neutral curves join. This will occur at wav~n~bers for which Oi = 0 is a root of (18). Thus A3(& = 0, or equivalently
where y = l/P,r?. This is a fifth-degree equation in crz in contrast to the cubic equation familiar from the two-component, rotating fluid in the absence of a porous medium (see [14] ). The branch points can be determined by solving (23) for fixed values of Ta, R,, Q, t and P,. The typical neutral curves in the Rpx* plane are shown in Figs. l(aHc) for two values of porous parameters. From these figures it is clear that the neutral curves are connected in a topoligical sense (refs. [14, 181) . This connectedness allows the linear stability criteria to be expressed in terms of a single 'critical thermal Rayleigh number', R+, below which the configuration is linearly stable and above which the system is definitely unstable. The numerical determination of R, proceeds as follows. First determine the number of positive solutions of (23). If there are none, then no oscillatory instability is possible. If there are two, then the minimum (over tl 2, of (16) with 0,2 given by (18) gives the value of R,.
When r < oq < 1, it is found that a rotating, doubly-diffusive porous layer can be destabilized by increasing R,, i.e. by adding heavy solute to the bottom. The destabilization manifests itself as a minimum in the R,-R, plot, as shown in Figs. 2(a)-(c) for P, = lo-*, low3 and lo-", respectively. From these figures it is evident that for certain combinations of cr, Z, P, and Ta there is some intermediate range of R, in which the porous layer is destabilized by increasing R, and stabilized by decreasing R,.
In the case of rotating viscous flow, Veronis [19] has given the physical explanation for the existence of subcritical instabilities for infinitesimal overstable motion and finite-amplitude steady motion based on the change in phase of dependent field quantities. Recently, Pearlstein [14] , has given a different physical explanation, based on the concept developed by Acheson [20] , for the curious behaviour that the addition of a suitably strong 'bottom-heavy' density gradient renders the system unstable, using the concept of frequency phenomena. The same analogy can be extended to the case of a porous medium with suitable change in porous parameter. For this purpose the graph of frequency against R, is also drawn in Figs. 2(a)-(c). These figures show that the destabilization is associated with a monotonically increasing o,a/k2, which is a non-dimensional quantity and the range of destabilizing effect by R, increases as P, decreases. This is because the diffusion of solute in a porous medium, for small values of r, is so slow that substantial changes in the bobbing frequency can be produced by changes in R, that have little stabilizing effect via solute diffusion. Thus, the frequency can be 'tuned' by adjusting R,. If the frequency is too small, a bobbing parcel will always remain in approximate thermal equilibrium with its environment. If the frequency is too high, no significant heat transfer will occur into or out of the parcel in the first place. In either extreme, the basic overstability mechanism is operating at less than optimal efficiency. At some intermediate frequency, however, the maximum efficiency is achieved, and overstable oscillations set in at a lower value of R, than is possible for larger or smaller frequencies. This is consistent with the results shown in Fig. 2 for different values of P,.
is possible. Also (23) gives the number of branch points and the corresponding neutral curves are For combinations of z, CI and q such that z > aq < 1 neither (22a) nor (22b) is satisfied, so again no more shown in Figs. 1 (a)-(c) . The neutral curves are again than one oscillatory neutral solution per wavenumber connected, so that the linear stability analysis need only provide a critical value of R, and the associated critical wavenumber. A most striking feature observed explained as follows. For small values of Ta, the freis the crossing of the Ta = 0 and Ta = IO5 loci for quency Oi is relatively small so that the parcel can P, = lo-', ii, = 4500, r~ = 0.025 and r = 0.28. For remain in approximate density eq~lib~um with its example, a non-rotating, porous layer stratified environment, via the diffusion of heat and solute. As according to RT = 1.7 x 1 04, R, = 4500 is predicted by Ta increases, however, so does the oscillation linear theory to be stable, but when rotating with frequency. This has the effect of making it more Tu = 105, it is unstable. The basic thermal and comdifficult for the parcel to remain in density equilibrium positional stratifications are identical in the presence with its surroundings as it bobs up and down, and the and absence of rotation so that this apparent destaoscillations will grow. Of course, if Oi becomes too bilization is not produced by a rotation-indu~d denlarge, the basic overstability mechanism will fail sity rea~~gement, such as by baro-diffusion. Similar because very little heat or solute will be transferred to results were obtained by Pearlstein [14J for a rotating, the parcel during a cycle. Thus, we see how instabi~ty double-diffusive fluid layer in a viscous flow. This can be facilitated by an increase in Wi, and that if destabilization appears as a minimum in the RT-Xa wi is too small or too large, the basic overstability curve, as shown in Fig. 3 . From this figure it is also mechanism is not very efficient. Again, as explained clear that the destabilization is associated with an before, for some intermediate value of Wi, the overincrease in oia/k2 and as up/k* goes on increasing, stability mechanism achieves its optimal efficiency, rotation again serves to stabilize the porous layer.
and convection becomes possible at a lower value of The existence of such a minimum suggests that this R7 than is possible for smaller or larger values of oi. destabilization by rotation may have a physical basis This is consistent with the results shown in Fig. 3 for similar to that of destabilizing effect of a 'stable' dentwo vafues of P,. Comparing Figs. 3(a) and (b) we sity gradient in certain convection problems, including found that the range of destabilizing effect by Ta the present problem when 7 < q < 1. This can be increases as P, decreases. 
FIG. 3. Variation of

EXAMPLES OF STABILITY BOUNDARIES
The work discussed in the previous section and that of Chakrabarti and Gupta fl], depicts only the effect of rotation and porous parameter on the onset of convection and is free from establishing its effect on stability boundaries. Therefore, in this section the stability boundaries are discussed by taking specific examples based on the values of r, a, P, and Ta with the object of establishing the existence of salt-finger and diffusive regions.
We substitute P = iPi into (13) and require Pi to be real. This yields a hyperboloidal surface &' in CRT, R,, R,) space, whose analytical derivation is given in the Appendix. The plane boundary B and the surface H alone still do not determine fully the conditions under which marginal stable or oscillatory convection may occur, because there may be a possibility that the complex roots of the quartic characteristic equation ( 13) conditions for P1 = lo-*. The effect of rotation and porous parameter on stability boundaries is depicted in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. We found that as Ta increases it stabilizes the salt-finger region and also increases the region of stability, i.e. rotation makes the system more stable. Figure 6 depicts that as P, decreases the region of stability increases. Also decrease in PI stabilizes the region of salt-finger.
PARAMETRIC PERTURBATION METHOD
In the previous sections we have considered only the isothermal boundaries. In this section we consider the behaviour of the critical Rayleigh number with respect to 4, P, boundary parameter (i.e. Biot number) and Tall*. As an extra result we also obtain expressions for obtaining first order effects on the eigenfunctions. We employ a method which has been used by Narayanan
[21] and Shivakumara et al. [15] . These first-order effects can be calculated using a modified Greens matrix as the kernel of a matrix differential operator (see [22] ).
From the linearized version of (7) to (10) we define an operator L as follows :
condition to (24) we get (27) This yields the condition that R% increases if R, increases. This means that a stabilizing concentration gradient causes an increase in the critical Rayleigh number for thermal motions. Equation (25) can be used to solve for Q and we thus obtain the first-order effect of an increase in R, about some known value.
The dependence on boundary parameters will help us in determining the behaviour of thermal Rayleigh number with Biot (Bi) and Sherwood (S/z) numbers. We show this because an earlier analysis is for the special case of Biot and Sherwood numbers going to infinity. We shall easily see that the obtained Rayleigh numbers are upper bounds for finite Biot and Sherwood numbers.
We may differentiate (24) and the attendant boundary conditions with respect to Biot number. This yields 
Thus on applying the solvability condition to (28) in To visualize the variation of R'rwith respect to R, the light of (29) we get after much algebraic manipuwe differentiate (24) with respect to R, and obtain lation where
-181* dv.
On using the energy equation we will get from (30) We use the energy and species continuity equation to arrive at the conclusion that & > Oif R, and R$ are negative and positive, respectively. That is we can only say that an increase in rotation causes an increase in R% if we have the most unstable case.
On differentiating (24) with respect to PI-', we get and -represents derivatives with respect to Pi-'. On applying the solvability condition we get +n'~*~~~~, 'dv-~~,v,'dv. (36) This yields the condition that RF, increases if P, decreases. This means that critical Rayleigh number increases as the porous medium becomes more dense, because the resistance offered to the flow per unit volume of the medium is quite large.
FINITE-AMPLITUDE CONVECTION WITH A LIMITED REPRESENTATION
This seventh-order
Lorenz model of double-diffusive convection in a porous medium in the presence of rotation provides a good example whose solutions are at any rate qualitatively similar to those of the partial differential equations from which they are derived (see [23, 241) . Also this truncated system is useful in establishing the details of the bifurcation structure and, in particular, of the transition from oscillatory to steady motions.
Linear theory discussed in the previous sections 6.1. Steady,jinite-amplitide convection predicts only the criterion for the onset of convection.
The above set of non-linear ordinary differential But for flows with RT > R$, the linear stability analyequations for the general, time-dependent variables is sis is not valid and we have to take into account the non-linear effects. In this section, we discuss the nonlinear stability of convection of a two-component, fluid-saturated porous layer in the presence of rotation using a severely truncated representation of Fourier series (see [ 191) .
It is important to note that the effect of nonlinearity is to distort the zonal velocity, temperature and concentration fields through the interaction of J/ and V, II/ and 0 and tj and C, respectively. As a result, a component of the form sin (27~~) in the first case and of the form sin (27~~) in the latter two cases will be generated. Therefore, the minimal system which describes finite-amplitude convection is of the form I,!J = A(t) sin nclx sin rrz (37) 0 = B(t) cos nclx sin 7cz + C(t) sin 2nz (38) (40) where the amplitudes A, B, C, D, E, F and G are generally functions of time and are to be determined by the dynamics of the system. Substituting (37)- (40) into (7)410) and equating the coefficients of like terms we get the following set of time-dependent, non-linear ordinary differential equations :
C = D(t) cos mx sin 7cz + E(t) sin 2nz (39)
V = F(t) sin ntlx cos rcz+ G(t) sin 2nax
not amenable to analytical treatment and we have to solve it numerically. However, we note that, for the steady case (J/at = 0) these equations reduce to a set of algebraic equations and eliminating all amplitudes (except for A) yields, after some algebraic simplification 
+a&,a*+~a*(-
R,+R,r)].
and B= x*a* 7r%2+4P,-"
The solution A = 0, corresponds to pure conduction, which we know to be a possible solution though it is unstable when R7 is sufficiently large. The remaining solutions are determined by solving the cubic polynomial in A*/8 numerically. So we know the amplitude and hence we can find the corresponding heat and mass transfer.
Convective heat and maw transport
In the study of double-diffusive ~onv~tion in a porous medium in the presence of Coriolis forces, the determination of heat and mass transport across the layer plays a very important role in many practical problems discussed in Section 1 and also it paves the way to understand the more complicated problems. We calculate the heat and mass transport in terms of Nusselt number, Nu, and the solute Nusselt number, Nu", as functions of RT, R,, Ta, Pi, cr and z. The Nusselt number is defined as the ratio of the total vertical heat flux, H, to the conductive, vertical heat flux. In the steady state, the vertical heat flux is independent of the vertical coordinate, z, and can be evaluated as
where the angular bracket corresponds to a horizontal average. With the definition of Ffrom (I), (49) (50) and (51) show that Nu and Nus are unity.
Our purpose in this section is to determine the quantitative effect of rotation, salinity gradient, diffusivity ratio, porous parameter, and Prandtl number on heat and mass transport by thermal and mass advection terms for which A # 0. The results are shown in Table  2 and also depicted in Figs. 7--l 1. In Table 2 the values of Nu and Nu" for several values of R, for Tu = 106, P, = 10-2, R, = 104, r = 0.32 and 0 = 0.2, 1.0 and 10.0 are tabulated. From this table we can see that Nu and Nu" increase with an increase in RT and decrease in a. From this table we also note that the values of NU and Nu" for cr = 1 and (r = 10 are close to each other than that of u = 0.2. Although the presence of a stabilizing gradient of solute will serve to inhibit the onset of convection, the strong finite-amplitude motions which exist for moderate Rayleigh numbers tend to mix the solute and distribute it so that the to make the system more stable in addition to the stabilizing effect of porous parameter. From this figure it is also clear that for Ta = lo3 and 104, the heat or mass transport are almost the same. This may be due to the dominating effect of the other parameters like P,, R, and r. Figure 9 is the plot of Nu and Nu" for different values of R, for Tu = 106, cr = 0.2, r = 0.81 and P, = 10e3. From this figure we see that the effect of an increase in R, is to increase heat and mass transport. Figures 10 and 11 clearly depict the effect of r and D on heat and mass transport. From Fig. 10 , it is clear that heat and mass transport increases with decrease in 7. From this figure it is also evident that the dependence of Nu on diffusivity ratio is weak, at least for the range shown. However, the situation is different in the case of Nu". Figure 11 clearly depicts the effect of o on heat and mass transport. The values of Nu and Nu" for Q = 1 and CT = 10 are closer to each other than those for cr = 0.2 and 0.1. Also it is found that as P, decreases the effect of a on heat and mass transfer is not so significant.
Streamlines, isotherms, isohalines and zonal velocity distribution
Streamlines drawn for different values of P, and Ta are shown in Fig. 12 . From this figure we can see that as P, and Tu decrease the wavelength of the cell, l/a, decreases, i.e. cells will contract.
The isotherm and isohaline patterns are shown in Figs. 13 and 14 for three values of P, for Tu = 104, a = 0.2, 7 = 0.81 and R, = 104. From these figures it is clear that isotherms and isohalines in the centre of the cell are more or less vertical (i.e. anvil-shaped) and become horizontal near x = 0 and x = l/u for P, = 10m2, i.e. cold fluid sinks and spreads out close to the bottom boundary and plumes of warm fluid spread close to the top boundary. But for P, = lo-' and 10e4 the anvil-shaped plumes are inhibited as can be seen in Figs. 13(b) , (c) and 14(b), (c). This is because of the strong constraining effect of the porous parameter which suppresses the convection and hence inhibits the formation of anvil-shaped plumes.
In Figs Fig. 15(a) it is clear that there is a strong shift of maximum and minimum velocities toward the lateral boundaries. For P, = 10m3, however, the flow shows a nearly horizontal symmetry. This feature may be due to the stronger constraint imposed by the porous parameter, with the horizontal temperature gradient more nearly balanced by the vertical shear of the zonal velocity.
lJnsteady,jnite-amplitude convection
In this section the behaviour of non-linear, periodic solutions are investigated with the object of understanding the transition from periodic oscillations to behaviour that is apparently chaotic (i.e. solutions are aperiodic and depend sensitively on the initial conditions), and to predict the amount of heat and mass transfer. For this purpose, we integrate (41 j (47) numerically using the Runge-Kutta-Gill method satisfying the following initial conditions :
E=O, F=l
and G=O.
The system (41 j(47) possesses an impor~nt symmetry, for it is invariant under the transformation (A, B, C, D, E, F, G)
Moreover, these equations describe a contraction mapping principle in the seven-dimensional space, since ak aB aC aLi a.8 aP
where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to time. This implies that trajectories may be attracted to fixed points, to limit cycles or, possibly, to a strange attractor.
The results of the numerical study have been documented in Table 3 , considering, for the sake of comparison, a representative set of vaiues from the Table  2 . It is clear that as time progresses (f > 0.4) our numerica results approach those of the steady case discussed in the previous section. To know the transient behaviour, the variation of Nusselt number with time has also been considered and is depicted in Fig.  16 . It is clear that as R, increases, the system becomes more unsteady and shows sensitivity to the initial conditions. However, as time progresses a steady state is reached via a transient state.
RESULTS
The principal results of the foregoing linear and non-linear, rotating, double-diffusive convection in a sparsely packed, porous medium may be summarized as follows. 
Linear analysis
(9 The critical wavenumber, in steady case, is independent of R, and c but depends on Ta and P,.
In other words, the cell pattern is influenced only by rotation and structure of the porous material and is independent of concentration gradient. From this, we conclude that the linear stability boundary is independent of R, and r. For r < oq < 1, a rotating porous layer can be destabilized by the addition of a bottom-heavy solute gradient. For z > crq < 1, we have shown the system which was stable in the absence of rotation becomes unstable in the presence of rotation. This destabilization is shown to associate with a monotonically increasing frequency. The marginal stability of oscillatory modes occurs on a hyperboloid in (R,, R,, R,,) space but the space is very closely approximated by its planar asymptotes for any diffusivity ratio. It is (VI found that the increase in Ta and decrease in P, is to stabilize the region of salt-finger and to increase the region of stability.
Parameter differentiation provides result for the monotonic behaviour with respect to R,, Ta, P, and surface parameter such as Biot number.
Non-linear analysis
From the study of steady, finite-amplitude analysis we conclude that subcritical instabilities are possible and the range depend on R,, z, P,, (I and Ta. The heat and mass transport increase with an increase in R,, R, and decrease with an increase in Ta and decrease in P, because the combined effect of rotation and porous parameter is to inhibit the onset of convection. Also decrease in T and 0 increases Nu and Nu". From the unsteady case, we see that the numerical results for large t compare well with the steady case values. We conclude that the steady state emerges via a transient state of motion and an increase in RT makes the system more unsteady.
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